Here some aspects of the development of steel frame structure design from the standpoint of geometry and morphogenesis of bearing steel structures of civil engineering objects. An alternative approach to forming constructive schemes may be application of curved steel elements in the main load-bearing system. As an example, it may be circular and parabolic arches or segments of varying outline and orientation. The considered approach implies creating large internal volumes without loss in the loadbearing capacity of the frame. The basic concept makes possible a wide variety of layout and design solutions. The presence of free internal spaces of large volume in buildings of a "skyscraper" type contributes to resolving a great number of problems, including those of communicative nature.
Introduction
A revolutionary qualitative uplift in the construction industry in general and, in particular, in multi-storey construction occurred in connection with the expansion of reinforced concrete and steel structures. The history of construction of high-rise buildings has many centuries and even thousands of years and as such is in itself an interesting subject of research. Buildings with load-bearing walls up to ten stories tall were built in the cities of the Roman Empire. Since the subject of analysis in this paper are essentially multistorey buildings with a steel frame, here it is necessary to confine ourselves to the nearest two past centuries. Various aspects of the development of the construction of high-rise buildings are considered in [1] [2] [3] .
A turning point in the development of a constructive solution of multi-storey buildings can be considered a transition from load-bearing walls to a frame structure, that is, the implementation of one of the principles of steel design -the concentration of the loadbearing capacity of the structure. The functional separation of structural elements into loadbearing and walling appeared. The impetus for this was the appearance of new materials (reinforced concrete, cast iron and then steel). In the 1890s, concrete starts gaining place as a building material for load-bearing structures. European designers were among the first ones who disclosed the potential of reinforced concrete and used it in the construction as a load-bearing frame for high-rise construction [4] .
The construction of the first skyscrapers with a metal frame was preceded by the appearance of such unique metal structures as Eiffel Tower and the Statue of Liberty After the devastating fire of 1871, Chicago began to build the first "skyscrapers". In 1885, the first "multi-storey" 9-storey office building appeared here. The increase in the number of storeys was due to the deficit of free areas for construction in the business center of the city and, consequently, high prices for land. The very desire to place new buildings in the center was associated with prestige and self-promotion from the very beginning.
In the middle of the XIX century, E.Otis invented an "elevator" -a mechanical means of vertical movement of cargo with a steam power unit. This allowed a dramatic increase in the number of floors, including residential buildings. Since the invention of the liftblocking mechanism in the elevator shaft for security in case of damage (cables cut off etc.), it has become prestigious to have high-floor housing.
For the first time the metal frame was applied in England in the designs of factory buildings, but its main bearing elements were made of cast iron. The steel frame in the designs of multi-storey buildings was, apparently, first applied in Chicago in the years 1883-1885. ("Home Insurence Building", Baron Jenny), which marked the beginning of the intensive development of steel frame construction. Unfortunately, the deficit of steel products in Russia for many years has stalled the use of steel in mass construction (for example, the story of the famous Shukhov tower).
By 1902, one of the most famous high-rise buildings of Manhattan, the first Manhattan high-rise building "Flatiron Building", named so because of its unusual triangular shape, which was the result of a competent solution of the architect who had to place it at the intersection of Fifth Avenue and Broadway, crossing Manhattan diagonally. Flatiron became one of the first buildings with a steel frame, which allowed to build it with a height of 87 meters. The facade is divided into three parts: the base, lined with hewn stone, the middle main part with many levels and the upper part consisting of a penthouse with very high arches, columns and a carved eaves hanging over it. Having a three-part division with a sharp front corner, having curvature width of only two meters, Flatiron acquired the features of the antique style, reminiscent of the Renaissance palaces. Thus for the subsequent 1900-1920 years in the history of high-rise buildings-skyscrapers came the period of rampant eclecticism.
In 1913, a 59-story building, 241 m high, Woolworth Building (architect-eclecticist Cass Gilbert) was built in New York. It is called the modern cathedral and the "Temple of commerce". For the building, the architect chose the Neo-Gothic style, believing that it is best suited for a tower rushing upward. "Woolworth" became a model for many skyscrapers built later. This building kept the world record of height from 1913 to 1930, remaining the highest in the world. The facade was decorated with elements typical of the Gothic style, such as lancet arches, turrets and so on. It was with the erection of this building that a new word "skyscraper" entered the everyday life.
Since 1930, the tallest building in the world -319 meters including the high spire above the conical roof of the building -was the skyscraper "Chrysler Building".
Soon this record was also broken. It was the building of the Empire State Building -1931, 102 floors, 381 meter height.
Further on and up to now the construction of high-rise buildings has turned into an unrestrained races in the vertical, a kind of sports competition -who is higher, who is faster.
A hundred-meter height line was overcome in 1890. The way this race developed further [5] , may be clear from Table 1 , where only the multi-storey buildings are represented, which for some time have remained altitude recorders.
A kind of a long-liver among these record holders was the Empire State building, which ranked as the highest for 41 years. As for today's record holder, it is assumed that he will not remain a long-term ringleader.
At present, the number of skyscrapers has exceeded one hundred thousand. Asia is in the lead in this marathon. If initially the engine of progress in the construction of multistorey buildings were economic considerations, then gradually the priorities shifted, and ambitions came to the fore. Governments and ruling elites are usually the promoters of unique skyscrapers construction (skyscrapers of Donald Trump). Although there is an opinion that these buildings are unprofitable objects. It would be desirable to note here only, that along with rectilinear forms in some buildings arch designs were applied. However, they were not involved in the work of the basic load-bearing structures of the frameworks, but were used as supporting elements rather in auxiliary structures and as decorative elements for giving the exterior appearance of the building an architectural expressiveness and originality. The latter led to a mixture of styles and was recognized as "eclecticism".
Spatial structures in the form of domes and arches have found application mainly as roofings. For example, the 27-meter atrium is the famous palm garden of the World Financial Center (architect Caesar Pelli, 1985).
Types of frames of modern multi-storey buildings
Frameworks of multi-storey buildings can be classified [4] according to their design schemes: a) frameless with parallel bearing walls; b) core with bearing walls; c) box-type; d) with cantilevered flooring slabs on the level of each floor; e) frame with non-beam slabs; f) with height of floor consoles at the level of each second floor; g) with suspended floors; h) with height-to-height trusses in staggered order; i) frame without core; j) frame with core; k) frame with latticed rigidity diaphragms; l) framework with latticed triggers and latticed core; m) double-core structure (pipe in the pipe); n) multi-sectional box. In the steel frameworks of the tallest buildings of recent decades, the last two schemes (m and n) dominate. Double-core structure (pipe in a pipe) -the outer columns and beams are located close enough to each other, and the frame of the outer walls turns into a shell with openings. The building in the whole works as a hollow tubular structure, cantilevered in the ground. The central core (pipe) increases the rigidity of the building, perceiving the horizontal loads together with the outer box (pipe). In multisectional scheme the individual boxlike sections form he complete frame according to the box scheme (bundle of pipes). External walls and intersection walls together perceive horizontal loads. In this case, an increase in the rigidity of the system is obvious. This kind of solution allows the construction of buildings of the extreme height and with a large open space of interstitial floors.
The concentration of engineering systems and, in particular, communications inside the central core, with the obvious advantages of compact placement, reduces the level of safety (viability) of the facility as a whole, and also imposes very strict restrictions on the use of the internal volume of the building. More reliable is the organization of several peripheral autonomous communication nodes, for example, if possible, along the perimeter of the circuit. It should be noted that there are high-rise buildings with two trunks (Emirates).
The free space concept
Large spans in frame structures can be overlapped by truss structures, which support the overlying or suspended lower structures.
Despite the variety of external forms of high-rise buildings in their load-bearing steel frameworks, however, straight lines and perpendiculars predominate, and the "old good" curve stays in the background. It is no use here to refer to, mainly, decorative arches and dome coverings.
As an alternative, it is possible to consider the use of intercepting steel elements in the form of convex (arched) or concave (rigid threads, cables) of individual flat curves or segments forming shells. Such elements should work, respectively, mainly on compression or stretching or form more effective two-chord systems. The most common case, apparently, may be the circular arch. However, constructive systems of parabolic form may prove be more effective. These same elements can effectively work in regular lattices of the "column-crossbars" without openings, redistributing force flows.
Thus, the inclusion of curvilinear elements into the steel framework allows the formation of combined structural systems of a qualitatively different action type. Of course, one should be ready to challenge the additional problems with conjunctions, mounting features, layout of the internal space, interaction with the base, wind and seismic actions, and many others. Однако, возможности создания новых конструктивных форм и компоновочных решений оправдывают дополнительные трудозатраты. However, the possibilities of creating new constructive forms and space planning solutions should justify additional expenses. 
